Math Lab

- Hands-On learning
- Tutoring Center
- Math Connections
- Math Open Lab
  - Accuback for attendance

Lab Policies
- No drinks or food
- No children
- Calculators allowed
- Bring Valencia ID
- No cell phones

Lab Procedures
- Flags (red, yellow, and green)

Lab Grade
- 10 to 15% of your grade

Google Chrome → Canvas (using attor username and password)
  - Click on Intermediate Algebra course
  - My Math Lab registration
    - course ID (copied from Canvas)
    - any valid email
    - code
  - Home screen in the Int Alg Course → "My Math Lab"
    - Click on "student" to register
    - paste the course ID (copied from Canvas)
    - (If you have already used "My Math Lab" before, use your name and password, otherwise create a new one)
    - Access Code (purchase one, you are allowed to use a temporary access code for 14 days)
    - Click "go to my courses"
    - Click on Intermediate - Spring
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- Chapter 2 lab
  - How to complete a lab assessment

- Complete Academic Honesty Agreement and MMC Orientation Test